
vs 1.19 

 

Monday Night Joust Jam Social 

1. Romussians 5. The Kmaos 

2. Knights 6. Old Jeans 

3. BCCC Girls 7.  

4. BCCC Boys 8.  

*Additional Teams Welcome! Draw will expand to an 8 o’clock time slot with extra arrivals. 

Contact: Micah Capin, 0468450603 or (volleynorthau@gmail.com) 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Date 

 
Court 1 

 

 
Holidays 

 
Court 2 

 6:00pm 7:00pm  6:00pm 7:00pm 

29/04 1v4 2v6  3v5  

06/05 2v3 1v6  4v5  

13/05 3v4 5v6  1v2  

20/05 2v5 4v6  1v3  

27/05 2v4 3v6  1v5  

03/06 3v5 2v6  1v4  

10/06   Kings Birthday   

17/06 4v5 1v6  2v3  

24/06 1v2 3v4  5v6  

01/07 1v3 2v5  4v6  

08/07 1v5 2v4  3v6  

15/07 1v4 3v5  2v6  

22/07 2v3 4v5  1v6  

29/07 3v4 5v6  1v2  

05/08 2v5 4v6  1v3  

12/08 2v4 3v6  1v5  

19/08 3v5 2v6  1v4  

26/08 4v5 1v6  2v3  

02/09 5v6 1v2  3v4  

09/09 4v6 1v3  2v5  

16/09 3v6 1v5  2v4  

Finals 1st vs 2nd    3rd vs 4th   

mailto:volleynorthau@gmail.com


vs 1.19 

Competition Rules 

1 Game Rules  
Except where explicitly stated, or limited by the venue playing conditions, the Rules of the Game of 

Volleyball (FIVB) shall apply. Except where stated below.  

2 Net Heights 
Tournament Men 2.43m 

3 Substitution Rule 
Social substitution allowed (rotation of 7 or more players on and off the court)  

4 Comp points, set %, points %.  
4.1 Win/Loss points will be awarded to teams. 3 points for a win, 2 points for draw, 1 point for a loss 

and 0 points for a forfeit. 

4.2 Teams will progress in the competition by: 

Accumulation of points determines teams ladder positions 

4.3 If two teams have the same premiership points, ladder position will be decided by game win/loss 

percentage. If a draw remains, it will be decided by set percentage, for/against. If a draw again 

remains, it will be decided by point percentage for/against.  

5 Playing Area 

Boundaries are as marked on the gym floor. Service must be made from behind the 

base/boundary line.  

6 Uniforms and Dress Regulations 
The intent for Volley North (NOAVA) competitions is that all players have a Volley North branded top 

which is FIVB compliant. This top can be individual or a team top. In a players first season, there will 

be flexibility to allow time for top organisation. There is also flexibility for existing team shirts.  

7 Disputes/Protests 

7.1 Communication to the referee and/or competition coordinator at all times will be respectful. If 

not, then the appeal is automatically dismissed, regardless of the validity of the appeal. Yellow card, 

red card and/or point penalties may apply.  

7.2 Disputes can only be presented by a nominated team captain and will be determined by the 

referee. If a coach has a dispute, this must be directed through the on court captain. If not resolved, 

then the matter will be referred to the competition coordinator whose decision shall be final!  

8 Payment, Fines and VSA Memberships 
8.1 All players need to have a minimum VSA player registration of recreational. - links on the Volley 

North website. 

8.2 Teams can elect to pay weekly with the weekly payment being $50. Game payment must be paid 
prior to the commencement of the game.  
 
8.3 If a team forfeits, they will incur a fine. The forfeiting team will be expected to pay for their 
opponents game fees as well as their own. This will total $100 for the evening.  
Please note: As long as you have two people to represent your team, you will not forfeit. You may 
bring fill ins or ask other players/parties to fill in for your team.  


